Abstract In this paper we present an automatic photo tag expansion method designed for photo sharing websites. The purpose of the method is to suggest tags that are relevant to the visual content of a given photo at upload time. Both textual and visual cues are used in the process of tag expansion. When a photo is to be uploaded, the system asks for a couple of initial tags from the user. The initial tags are used to retrieve relevant photos together with their tags. These photos are assumed to be potentially content related to the uploaded target photo. The tag sets of the relevant photos are used to form the candidate tag list, and visual similarities between the target photo and relevant photos are used to give weights to these candidate tags. Tags with the highest weights are suggested to the user. The method is applied on Flickr (http://www.flickr.com). Results show that including visual information in the process of photo tagging increases accuracy with respect to text-based methods.
popular social media-sharing websites and the new trend of being a part of these sites, large amounts of user-generated data in various forms have become available.
Because users tend to share photos more than any other media type, thousands of photos become available everyday. As a result, managing these massive numbers of photos for efficient and effective browsing/searching operations has become a challenging task.
To properly organize all kinds of media data, collaborative tagging methods have been used for many years where descriptive words, tags, are assigned to data for effective text-based search and retrieval techniques. Many photo-sharing websites, including Flickr, use this approach by giving their users the option of tagging. Unfortunately photo tagging is a very subjective and time-consuming task, especially when content descriptive tags are required to provide better navigation and searching capabilities. Studies on Flickr have shown that, although some photos contain more than 50 tags, photos with one to three tags cover more than 60% of all photos, [29] . Therefore, a tag suggestion system integrated to photo-sharing websites may be beneficial in encouraging users to add sufficient number of eligible content-related tags for their photos.
In this paper, we present Tag Suggestr, an automatic tag expansion algorithm that suggests additional tags for a given photo with two-three initial tags. The algorithm is designed for photo sharing websites where it can be used to assist users in proper tagging at upload time. The method utilizes the visual content of the target (uploaded) photo as well as the textual information obtained from the provided initial tags to form and weight a set of candidate tags. Tags with higher weights are then suggested for the target photo.
The advantage of Tag Suggestr comes from its usage of visual information during the process of tag suggestion. The purpose is to use the visual content of both the target image and the other images available within the system (photo sharing website) to be able to suggest tags that are related to the visual content of the image. This would be beneficial for navigation and searching capabilities of the system itself since content related tags would be better in identifying photos.
The goal of this approach is not to give users a complete set of tags that could be directly used but to give a list of, possibly, incomplete set of tags that would help or guide the users to tag in accordance with the image content. The most important characteristic of these suggested tags is their generality, in the sense that they do not carry information that would only be known by the photographer. Suggested tags aim to describe photos by observable concepts.
Related work
Social tagging of media has brought a requirement for analysis and management of large amounts of tags. This challenge is addressed in several recent studies on nonvisual media resources as for del.icio.us, 1 last.fm, 2 etc. [4, 8, 22, 37] .
Flickr, being among the most widely used social media sites, is a rich source for visual data. Due to the limitations of Content Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) methods [28, 30] , other than some recent efforts for web-scale retrieval [10] , accessing the content through tags is still the most commonly used way. However, since the tags are subjective and limited, automatic generation of tags is required.
As extensively analysed in [19] , Flickr has some differences compared to other social media resources and therefore requires different strategies for automatic tagging. Images are most commonly tagged only by their owners, therefore tags usually represent personal aspects, and come in limited numbers. Therefore, mining the tag usage from group profiles is not in consideration, and usage of a single user's profile is not sufficient to describe the visual content required for better access, since subjectivity limits the vocabulary.
Recent studies in automatic annotation of visual data is promising [1-3, 5-7, 9, 12, 14, 20, 23, 24, 26, 35, 36] . However, most of these methods usually work on small amount of data compared to the resources on the web, and usually only a few keywords are assigned to images which may not be sufficient to describe the rich visual content of the web images.
In some approaches proposed for web images, only text-based methods are used for generation of tags. In [29] , co-occurrence information for tags, obtained from a large pool of Flickr images, are used to recommend additional tags to a photo with initial user-defined tags. Since only text cues are used for generation of new tags without considering visual information, photos having same initial tags will always be tagged with the same set of new tags [15] .
Recently, methods that combine textual and visual techniques have been proposed. In [16] , at the first step, images are classified into a set of concepts by a multiclass SVM. At the next step, tags of visually similar photos are propagated. Since the method requires trained concepts, it can only work on specific catagories and is limited.
The work presented in [27] collects geo-tagged images from Flickr and clusters them using textual, visual and spatial cues. Using frequent itemset mining techniques, relevant word combinations are found for each cluster which are then also used to link the clusters to Wikipedia entries.
In some studies tagging by multiple users is simulated through finding similar images that can be considered as the same resource, and then learning the tagging behaviour from the tags associated with this set. The common approach is, over a large number of pre-collected pool of images, to find the neighbor images which are most visually similar to a target image, and then ranking the tags inside this set either using only frequency of tags or by incorporating visual similarities [15, [31] [32] [33] .
In these approaches, visual similarities are considered as a first step to collect a set of candidate images from which the tags are used. However, this process requires the construction of a large pool of fixed images (usually in the order of millions), and computation of image similarities in such a large collection to obtain a smaller candidate set.
This cost can be overcome with the help of minimal number of textual cues provided during the query time. A few initial tags allow to collect a set of candidate images which are likely to be relevant to the target image. Visual similarities can then be further considered in order to prune this set.
In [18] , given co-occurrence information of tags, for each pair including the userdefined-tag a classifier is trained. The degree of memberships of the images for a list of classifiers are then used to find the relevance of tags for recommendation. This method is very costly since a separate classifier must be built for each pair in a precollected co-occurrence list.
In [34] , starting with a textual query, among semantically similar images, content based image search is used to find images which are also visually similar. This set is clustered, and related words for each cluster are extracted to be used as recommended tags. Since the images are pruned, and then a cluster-based assignment is performed, there is a possibility to loose some important tags.
Tag Suggestr
Tag Suggestr is a system designed to serve as an interface between users and photo-sharing websites during photo upload. It is applicable to all photo-sharing websites with tagging capability. In this work, we have chosen to carry out our implementations and experiments on Flickr.
When a user is uploading a photo, the method requires the user to provide a couple of initial tags that generally describe the image. These initial tags are used to retrieve a set of relevant photos from Flickr. Recommended tags are chosen among the distinct tags that come along with the set of relevant photos. While recommending tags, visual similarities between related photos and the photo to be uploaded are taken into account. The details of the system are described in the following subsections. Figure 1 visually describes the proposed method which can be summarized with the following steps:
Method
Step 0 Obtain target photo and corresponding initial tags from user. Let I t be the target photo to be uploaded, and T init = {t init1 , t init2 } be the initial tags for this photo.
Step 1 Connect to Flickr server and fetch the first m relevant photos
.., I m } and their corresponding tags T(I i ). Each relevant photo must contain the given initial tags T init as a subset of T(I i )
.
Step 2 Let T unique = {t 1 , t 2 , ...} be the unique set of tags of all relevant photos. By subtracting the set of stopwords T stopwords from T unique , get the candidate tag list T candidate , which contains n distinct candidate tags. Step 2); computes visual similarities between target photo and relevant photos, then assigns weights to candidate tags using these similarities (Step 3); finally suggests tags according to their weights (Step 4)
Step 3 Extract visual features f It for the target photo, and f Ii for all relevant photos. Then, find the weight ω i representing the visual similarity between the target photo and the i th relevant photo I i .
Generate a binary m × n matrix C, (where n is number of candidate tags, m is the number of relevant photos). Set C ij , if photo I i contains tag t j .
Multiply each row i with the visual similarity ω i , sum the columns to get a 1 × n matrix W of tag weights as follows:
Step 4 Suggest tags in T candidate according to their total weights W.
Visual features
We have selected six features for computing visual similarities in our method. Descriptions of the features and similarity metrics are as follows.
RGB Color
Histogram RGB color space is quantized into 27 equal subspaces; three bins per band. Visual similarity is defined as one minus the Euclidean distance between two normalized color histograms.
SIFT Descriptors
The SIFT operator [17] is used to extract interest points. From these interest points, similarities between image pairs are calculated by using the matching algorithm provided by Lowe [17] . Then, number of matching points between two images is used as a similarity measure.
MPEG 7 Features
MPEG-7 is an ISO/IEC standard that provides a set of multimedia content descriptors [21] . It was designed to functionally represent information about multimedia data for efficient searching in various applications.A set of visual features defined in MPEG-7 standards is selected for calculating the image similarities:
Color Layout Descriptor (CLD) captures the layout information of color feature. Because of its high retrieval efficiency and small computational costs, CLD is preferred in image and sequence matching and sketch queries.
Color Structure Descriptor (CSD) holds both the color content (like a color histogram) and also the structure of this content. CSD provides a better retrieval performance on natural images compared to ordinary color histograms.
Homogenous Texture Descriptor (HTD) provides a precise quantitative description of a texture that can be used for accurate search and retrieval. The computation of this descriptor is based on filtering using scale and orientation selective kernels.
Edge Histogram Descriptor (EHD) represents the spatial distribution of four directional edges and one nondirectional edge. It provides better performances on image matching with non-uniform edge distribution.
An MPEG-7 feature extraction library adapted from MPEG-7 XM (eXperimentation Model) reference software is used for extracting MPEG-7 visual features [25] . l 1 -norm is used as the similarity measure.
Stopword list
As explained in the previous sections, Tag Suggestr recommends tags by giving weights to candidate tags that are formed from the tag sets of relevant photos. However, these candidate tag sets usually contain many tags that are not related to the image content. For example, users interested in photography tend to flag their photos with tags describing different concepts such as camera characteristics. Also, some tags are specific to the owner of the photograph and therefore subjective. We find it appropriate to remove such tags by forming a stopword list, since our objective in this work is to suggest photo content related tags. Figure 2 shows tag frequency distribution of all 25,484 candidate tags used throughout the experiments. From this distribution, we have observed the most frequent tags which appear in the top 10% of the entire data cover most of the nonimage-content-related and these tags can be grouped in a stopword list. In contrast to the stopword lists used in web retrieval applications, our most frequently used tags do not include conjunction words. As there are many conjunction words, datasets Fig. 2 Tag frequency graph of all candidate tags in the dataset. Top 10% of the most frequent tags are considered as stopwords including these words have higher frequency-cut off percentages. For example, Lazarinis selects the most frequent 99 words as stopwords that covers 44.16% of the total lemmas [13] . However, this ratio is not realistic for photo tags. Therefore we selected the most frequent 61 tags that cover 10% of the total tags.
In addition to the most frequent tags, tags related to camera brands (fuji, olympus, sony, panasonic, lumix), camera models (powershot, coolpix), lens brands (sigma, nikkor, tamron), and photo editing software (photoshop, photomatix, iphotoedited), and tags with numeric values, such as years (2008, 2009, etc.), lens properties (50mm,  70-300usm, etc.), camera models (400d, d200, f30, etc.) , and geotag information (geo:lat=41363...) are also eliminated when stopwords are removed from candidate tags.
Experimental evaluation
In our experiments, we have evaluated performance of Tag Suggestr by suggesting tags to selected target photos using six different visual features defined in Section 3.2. As in [8, 11] , we use the text-based approach that suggest tags based on frequency of usage as our baseline. In the following subsections details of the experimental evaluation are presented.
Test collection
Tag Suggestr is designed to be used when a photo is being uploaded to the system. Thus we do not work on a dataset that is a pool of images to be tagged collectively. Our test collection consists of 150 arbitrary photos that are used as target photos. These photos are chosen so that contents could be easily identified by any user. This property of the photos was crucial for our user-study that is performed to form the ground-truth (explained in further detail in the following sections). As a design choice we have retrieved 100 relevant photos per target photo thus 15,000 photos have been processed throughout our evaluations. It is important to note that the number of target photos used in these experiments do not affect the accuracy of individual suggestions; since the suggested tags are chosen amongst the tags of 100 relevant photos. Figure 3 displays the selected targets. 49 of these photos (previously used in [11] ) were chosen randomly. The remaining 101 photos were more carefully chosen and they can be grouped under five city categories.
Generating ground-truth: user-study
Currently there is no ground-truth available for evaluating the performance of a tagging system. A common approach for evaluation is to use original tags of a target photo as ground-truth. However, in Flickr, tags are generally not directly content related and do not come in sufficient numbers [29] . To overcome these issues, we perform a user-study to form an unbiased and generically formed ground-truth for performance evaluation.
Since tagging is a subjective task, without limiting the vocabulary, asking users to freely tag photos would result in widely scattered lists of tags. Therefore, in the user-study our users are asked to select tags from the candidate tag lists, which is obtained from the tags of relevant photos.
The user-study is composed of two parts. In each part users are asked to annotate 15 different photos by selecting five tags from a given candidate tag list which is generated by our method. The two parts differed in their presentation of candidate tag lists. While in the first part candidate tags are sorted alphabetically, in the second part they are sorted with respect to their frequency of usage in relevant photos.
Users are informed that they are expanding initial tags listed below each photo. For users who are not familiar with the content of photos, links to Wikipedia entries are provided when available. Figure 4 shows a screenshot of a tagging in progress.
The user-study is completed by 80 users. Each user is given a total of 30 photos; therefore, each of the 150 target photos are annotated at least 15 times by different users. Compared to the original tags, the distribution of the tags assigned to a photo by the user-study is more homogeneous. The minimum number of tags assigned to a photo is 8, while the maximum is 40 (see Fig. 5 and Table 1 ).
Evaluation metrics
Performance of the method is evaluated using Precision at n, as also used in [15, 29] . We define the precision, P@n(I i ), at n suggested tags for target image I i as:
Fig. 4 Screenshot from the web-based user-study. In this experiment instance, users are asked to expand the given tags (casa, mila) of the photo by selecting five tags from the alphabetically sorted list. The photo itself with a link to Casa Mila Wikipedia entry is provided 5 and Table 1 ). 25 is the average number of tags given to a photo by the users. And finally 20 is chosen as an intermediate value. We have computed the average precision for a group of m photos as:
Results and discussion
Being one of the most intuitive approaches, tagging with the top most frequently used tags is widely used as a baseline approach for performance evaluation [15, 29] . Therefore, we also use it as a baseline method which we refer to as frequency results in the following. For 150 target photos under six categories (five cities and one group of random photos), Tag Suggestr is tested using six visual features. After weighting candidate tags, top n tags are chosen for suggestion. Three different values of n have been tested by checking their occurrences in corresponding ground-truth lists generated by user study. Figure 6 shows three bar charts, one for each n value, of individual precision values for six categories and six visual features. Table 2 shows the average precision values of all 150 photos for the different visual features. It can be observed that the performance of all features do not vary significantly. The reason is that the used test collection does not have a certain structure that can be easily identified by a specific low-level visual feature. The diversity of the photos produce similar performances for different tested features. In order to observe better performances, more involved visual analysis can be performed.
Selection of an appropriate test collection is important in performing a qualified evaluation process. As it can be observed from the precisions shown in Fig. 6 and Table 2 , the performance is worse for photos coming from random photo group. Photos within this sub-category (see Fig. 3 ) consist of hard-to-tag images that capture general concepts (such as animals, natural scenes, etc.) with few focused concepts to identify. Among the remaining five sub-categories, precisions obtained from Istanbul are relatively lower. Especially for P@25, photos from Istanbul have received the worst suggestions. The reasons for this poor performance can be listed as follows: first of all, the total number of Istanbul photos in Flickr is significantly less than the number of photos available for other used categories. And we have observed that photos of Istanbul were tagged poorly. Tags mostly included too general words such as the word Turkey in various languages or words describing the weather. Also, relevant photos were retrieved in batches that we later realized were uploaded by the same people. Photos within these batches contained the same tags. Thus both frequency and various visual-feature based methods performed poorly. Florence, on the other hand, has shown the highest performance among all other sub-categories. This is probably because the photos in this group were more suitable for tagging.
Analysis of original tags
As discussed previously, original tags of target images that are obtained from Flickr are limited and subjective; they are not appropriate in accessing visual content. To show this we have conducted several experiments which are explained in this section. Figure 7 provides some visual examples of how the original tags differ from the tags suggested by our method. As it can be observed both from the graph in Fig. 5 and the images in Fig. 7 , there are not enough original tags, if there are any; the original tags are not intended to specificly describe the photo content; they are subjective and possibly contain errors (e.g. misspelling of the city Barcelona as 'barcelon'). Figure 8 displays precision values of original tags when they are compared with the user-study ground-truth. On the left, we see the precision values of original tags for different photo groups and different evaluation metrics. Bars with different colors represent results for different target photo groups. It can be seen that original tags as show poor performances (maximum 30% precision) compared to our user-selected ground-truth tags in these individual cases. The highest performance (P@8 of original tags in random photos group which was used in [11] ) can be explained by our strategy to select these photos. Due to the fact that we had evaluated our results with original tags in [11] , our objective was to choose photos with higher number of tags. Since using higher number of tags improves the chance of getting high precision, original tags of the previously used photos seem to show a better performance. But when the precisions for the complete target set are analyzed (see left chart on Fig. 8 ) it can be clearly seen that original tags are not eligible for proper testing purposes.
To support this point we have also conducted the all experiments using original tags as ground-truth. Table 3 shows the average precision values of these experiments; the drastic decrease of performance is observed. Figure 7 shows some examples that visually show the difference between the quality of original tags and our suggested tags.
Moreover, we have analyzed and compared tag-number distributions of original tags and the ground-truth generated by the user-study. Table 1 shows minimum, maximum and average number of tags assigned to the target photos by our groundtruth and the original tags. It can be seen that there is a larger gap between the number of tags within the original tags than the ones in ground-truth lists. The tag distribution graph in Fig. 5 supports this fact. Poor performance of the original tags discussed in the above paragraph also results from this un-even distribution of tags.
Conclusion and future work
In this paper we described and analyzed the automatic photo tag expansion method, TagSuggestr. We have used a large test collection from Flickr by including famous touristic places in five cities as well as a small set of randomly chosen photos. From our experiments, we have concluded that comparison of suggested tags with original tags does not reflect the true performance. As a result, a user-study was conducted in order to generate a proper set of ground-truth tags. Six visual features have been included in the analysis. Our evaluations have shown that tag expansion using mentioned visual features achieve higher precision values as opposed to text-based approach.
As a future work for better annotation suggestions, photos to be annotated can be categorized into some classes according to their visual content, and the tag expansion method with the most appropriate visual similarity can be performed. Effective use of invariant keypoints in photos will enable our system to identify human-made objects and logos/emblems in a photo. Furthermore, for systems where visual similarity is involved as ours, it is likely that better visual analysis is required to improve the performance 
